Fundamental Principles on Learning New Features for Effective Dense Matching.
In dense matching (including stereo matching and optical flow), nearly all existing approaches are based on simple features, such as gray or RGB color, gradient or simple transformations like census, to calculate matching costs. These features do not perform well in complex scenes that may involve radiometric changes, noises, overexposure and/or textureless regions. Various problems may appear, such as wrong matching at the pixel or region level, flattening/breaking of edges and/or even entire structural collapse. In this paper, we propose two fundamental principles based on the consistency and the distinctiveness of features. We show that almost all existing problems in dense matching are caused by features that violate one or both of these principles. To systematically learn good features for dense matching, we develop a general multi-objective optimization based on these two principles and apply convolutional neural networks to find new features that lie on the Pareto frontier. By using two-frame optical flow and stereo matching as applications, our experimental results show that the features learned can significantly improve the performance of state-of-the-art approaches. Based on the KITTI benchmarks, our method ranks first on the two stereo benchmarks and is the best among existing two-frame optical-flow algorithms on flow benchmarks.